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RIS3 / Cross Border cooperation  a shared challenge

Cross-border RIS3 analysis
• Relevant for fostering cross-border
collaboration
• By connecting regional priorities (RIS3) with
business needs across the cross-border
area

Alcalde H. and Lorenz U., 2019

RIS3
- Competitive advantages based on the opportunities
and strengths
- Priorities based on these strengths, based on
mobilisation of stakeholders
- Impact on the different policies of the territory
(science and technology, industrial policy, territorial
strategy, etc.).

Potential of neighbouring
regions to grow through
innovation

Cross-border RIS3 analysis

2016: Definition

2020: Implementation

RIS3
STRATEGIC COMMITTEE & STEERING COMITTEE
TOP DOWN

BOTTOM UP

2016-2019
Alcalde H. and Lorenz U., 2019
ECONOMIC STAKEHOLDERS

Current challenges:
• the difficulty of developing bottom-up strategies (the entrepreneurial discovery process);
• the existence of necessary capacities and learning mechanisms linked to their implementation; and,
• new modes of governance

Lorenz&Oelaga, 2020

Identification
of priority
thematic areas

Translating
these priority
areas into
roadmaps for
transformation

Implementing
transformation
activities into
action plans

Identification of priority thematic areas
NAVARRE

NEW AQUITAINE

Automation and mechatronics
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BASQUE COUNTRY

Advanced Manufacturing

Food Chain

Food Industry

FFood

Renovable energies and
resources

Mobility and transport
Energy and battery storage

Energy

Health

Health

Biosciences - Health

Turism

Turism

----

CCI Creative and cultural
industries

Leather, luxury, textiles and
handicrafts
CCI

CCI

Navarra Sustainable

Sustainable construction

Ecosystems

Navarra Cohesion

Social and solidarity economy

Urban habitat

Translating these priority areas into roadmaps for
transformation
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BASQUE COUNTRY

•Implementation of Challenge
Teams, with public leadership,
and which assume responsibility
for translating the challenge into
specific objectives and setting
the roadmap for transformation.
• Rationalisation of the sectoral
and cross-cutting commitments
of the S3 Navarra with respect to
the previous period.
•Link to the 2030 Agenda, mainly
SDG8 and SDG9.

•Each priority sector has a
roadmap in place, which includes
the specific sectors concerned,
business figures and the region's
ambition in that field.
•All priorities are supported by
collaborative institutions such as
clusters or professional
associations; these lead the
regional strategic committees for
each priority.

•Live strategy with different
speeds and scope in the steering
groups.
• Work on projects with higher
TRL levels as well as giving more
importance to non-technological
innovation.
• Greater capillarity of RIS3
through the link between
Innobasque and intermediary
agents and universities.
•.

Implementing transformation activities into action plans
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NAVARRE

NEW AQUITAINE

•A number of instruments have been
put in place. Definition and
deployment of strategic government
plans as the main tool in the
implementation of competitiveness
factors.
•Predominance of implementation
measures to foster business R&D,
some priorities have a focus on the
implementation of measures to
'promote the environment for
innovation’.
•Collaboration and improvement of
interdepartmental coordination, and
public-private partnerships.

•Innovation is mainly addressed in
the support to strategic sectors and
to increase the development of the
territories.
• It incorporates a reflection of the
cooperation between public
authorities that is necessary for the
implementation of the plan.
•It includes cross-border cooperation
as a lever for economic
development, along with all
interregional cooperation.

BASQUE COUNTRY

• RIS3 has led to changes in other

policies, such as clusters and
technology and innovation, in order
to design a Policy Mix that responds
to the Basque RIS3.
•However, in order to structure farreaching projects, the policy mix will
have to be revised to adapt to these
needs, which will entail the
development of new programmes
and funding mechanisms.
•The policy mix should also have a
multi-level perspective that takes
into account existing competences
and capacities.T

Cross- border
cooperation can be
based on common
strenghts based on
a cross-border RIS3
analysis

Is there any place for a cross-border strategies?

